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64ÿB23ÿ!23,1,5/3ÿE?3-1,2;ÿ$2514,;3ÿ
!43-,+3;1ÿB4?.<ÿ/3-2ÿ/4>?3+ÿ,;ÿ2,-ÿ.21,2;ÿ12ÿ+,-.,--ÿ12/1ÿ123ÿ<3/,;1,00-Fÿ
53/,.-ÿ82?3+ÿ@3ÿG@31134ÿ3301ÿ43-2393+ÿ1242?>2ÿ123ÿH<23,1,5/3ÿ<4253--Fÿ4/1234ÿ
12/;ÿ123ÿ52?41-:ÿ@35/?-3ÿI2;>43--ÿ,-ÿH0/4ÿ@31134ÿ3C?,<<3+Fÿ12ÿ/68++43--ÿ8231234ÿ
4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ02,-ÿ/51,9,1,3-ÿ9,23/13ÿ123ÿJ243,>;ÿ".23?.3;1-ÿI3/?-34K ÿÿ(-ÿ24,>,;/33=ÿ
-1/13+ÿ,;ÿ123ÿ3/;+./4AÿL?<43.3ÿI2?41ÿ5/-3ÿÿMNÿ:ÿ/ÿ5/-3ÿ./=ÿ@3ÿ+,-D
.,--3+ÿ@/-3+ÿ2;ÿ123ÿ<23,1,5/3ÿC?3-1,2;ÿ+2514,;3ÿ,0ÿ5341/,;ÿ0/5124-ÿ3O,-1:ÿ,;53?+D
,;>ÿG/ÿ13O1?/33=ÿ+3.2;-14/@33ÿ52;-1,1?1,2;/3ÿ52..,1.3;1ÿ20ÿ123ÿ,--?3ÿ0/1ÿ
2/;+ÿ12ÿ/ÿ5224+,;/13ÿ<23,1,5/3ÿ+3</41.3;1Pÿ24ÿ/ÿ3/5Aÿ20ÿQ?+,5,/33=ÿ+,-52934/@33ÿ
/;+ÿ./;/>3/@33ÿ-1/;+/4+-ÿ024ÿ43-239,;>ÿ,14K66ÿÿ(<<3=,;>ÿ123ÿ0/5124-:ÿ123ÿ52?41ÿ
+,-.,--3+ÿI#")F-ÿ5/-3ÿ/;+ÿ02?;+ÿ12/1ÿ123ÿ0,4-1ÿÿ0/5124ÿ52;142333+:ÿ-1/1D
,;>ÿ12/1ÿG0/-ÿ123ÿ3O<3,5,1ÿ3/;>?/>3ÿ20ÿ123ÿJ243,>;ÿ".23?.36*;1-ÿI3/?-3ÿ./A3-ÿ
533/4:ÿ12,-ÿ,-ÿ/;ÿ,--?3ÿ52..,113+ÿ3O53?-,933=ÿ12ÿI2;>43--4K ÿÿ%;ÿ21234ÿ824+-:ÿ
@35/?-3ÿ123ÿI2;-1,1?1,2;ÿ3O<43--3=ÿ+333>/13-ÿ52;-3;1ÿ2;ÿJ243,>;ÿ".23?.3;1-ÿ
I3/?-3ÿ,--?3-ÿ12ÿI2;>43--:ÿ123ÿ52?41ÿ+3134.,;3+ÿ,1ÿ82?3+ÿ43-14/,;ÿ,1-330ÿ042.ÿ
+35,+,;>ÿ2;ÿ123ÿ5/-346Rÿ
*4ÿB23ÿ#,<3;3--ÿ$2514,;3ÿ
#,<3;3--ÿ,-ÿ/ÿQ?-1,5,/@,3,1=ÿ+2514,;3ÿ+3-,>;3+ÿ12ÿ<4393;1ÿ52?41-ÿ042.ÿ<43.D
/1?433=ÿ+35,+,;>ÿ5/-3-46SÿB23ÿL?<43.3ÿI2?41ÿ233+ÿ,;ÿTUÿMNÿÿ12/1:ÿ
ÿ

ÿ964ÿVNÿ
ÿ674ÿWÿXYÿL351,2;-ÿ%%4(46Z*4ÿ
ÿ684ÿ[\:ÿ6]ÿJ4ÿL?<<4ÿ*+ÿ/1ÿ86*4ÿ
ÿ664ÿ^/A34ÿ94ÿI/44:ÿ*6ÿ_4L4ÿ89:ÿ68]ÿ̀866a4ÿÿB23ÿÿ52?41ÿ;213+ÿ/++,1,2;/3ÿ0/5124-:ÿ,;53?+,;>ÿÿ
123ÿ,.<2--,@,3,1=ÿ20ÿ+35,+,;>ÿ8,122?1ÿ/;ÿ,;,1,/3ÿ<23,5=ÿ+3134.,;/1,2;ÿ20ÿ/ÿA,;+ÿ533/43=ÿ024ÿ
;2;Q?+,5,/3ÿ+,-5431,2;Pÿ24ÿ123ÿ,.<2--,@,3,1=ÿ20ÿ/ÿ52?41F-ÿ?;+341/A,;>ÿ,;+3<3;+3;1ÿ43-23?1,2;ÿ
8,122?1ÿ3O<43--,;>ÿ3/5Aÿ20ÿ123ÿ43-<351ÿ+?3ÿ5224+,;/13ÿ@4/;523-ÿ20ÿ>2934;.3;1Pÿ24ÿ/;ÿ?;?D
-?/3ÿ;33+ÿ024ÿ?;C?3-1,2;,;>ÿ/+2343;53ÿ12ÿ/ÿ<23,1,5/3ÿ+35,-,2;ÿ/343/+=ÿ./+3Pÿ24ÿ123ÿ<213;1,D
/3,1=ÿ20ÿ3.@/44/--.3;1ÿ042.ÿ.?31,0/4,2?-ÿ<42;2?;53.3;1-ÿ@=ÿ9/4,2?-ÿ+3</41.3;1-ÿ2;ÿ2;3ÿ
C?3-1,2;4ÿ
VNÿÿB23ÿÿ0/5124-ÿ/43ÿ>3;34/33=ÿ9,383+ÿ/-ÿ@3,;>ÿ3,-13+ÿ,;ÿ+3-53;+,;>ÿ24+34ÿ20ÿ,.<241/;534ÿÿ1,312ÿ
94ÿb?@33,434:ÿSR8ÿ_4L4ÿ6]:ÿ6]9ÿ̀677Ra4ÿ
ÿ6*4ÿ[\:ÿ6]ÿJ4ÿL?<<4ÿ*+ÿ/1ÿ86*4ÿ
ÿ6R4ÿVNÿ/1ÿ86*Z6Rÿ`223+,;>ÿ12/1ÿ@35/?-3ÿI2;>43--ÿ,-ÿ123ÿ2;3=ÿ@4/;52ÿ12/1ÿ./=ÿ52;-3;1ÿ12ÿJ243,>;ÿ
".23?.3;1-ÿI3/?-3ÿ9,23/1,2;-ÿG12,-ÿ5/-3ÿ<43-3;1-ÿ/ÿ;2;DQ?-1,5,/@33ÿ<23,1,5/3ÿC?3-1,2;Ka4ÿ
ÿ6S4ÿ(@@21ÿ'/@-4ÿ94ÿc/4+;34:ÿ*9]ÿ_4L4ÿ8*:ÿ8R9ZR6ÿ`86]aÿ`-1/1,;>ÿ12/1ÿ123ÿ4,<3;3--ÿ+2514,;3F-ÿ
G@/-,5ÿ4/1,2;/33ÿ,-ÿ12ÿ<4393;1ÿ52?41-:ÿ1242?>2ÿ/92,+/;53ÿ20ÿ<43./1?43ÿ/+Q?+,5/1,2;:ÿ042.ÿ3;1/;>3,;>ÿ
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+,ÿ-./0123ÿ4325336ÿ726893//ÿ,6-ÿ2:3ÿ!93/.-362ÿ./ÿ622ÿ93,-;ÿ<29ÿ=1-.>.,3ÿ93?.35ÿ
1633//ÿ,6-ÿ162.3ÿ3,>:ÿ49,6>:ÿ:,/ÿ2,@36ÿ,>2.26ÿ,//392.68ÿ.2/ÿ>26/2.212.26,3ÿ,1A
2:29.2;4BCÿÿD.6-.68ÿ2:,2ÿ726893//Eÿ,6-ÿ726893//ÿ,3263Eÿ:,/ÿ2:3ÿ,12:29.2;ÿ22ÿ
>26/362ÿ22ÿ?.23,2.26/ÿ2<ÿ2:3ÿ"F231F362/ÿ73,1/3/Eÿ2:3ÿ>2192ÿ:33-ÿ2:,2ÿ+2:./ÿ>,/3ÿ
.6?23?3/ÿ,ÿ>26<3.>2ÿ4325336ÿ726893//ÿ,6-ÿ2:3ÿ!93/.-362ÿ.6ÿ5:.>:ÿ2:./ÿ72192ÿ
/:213-ÿ622ÿ.6239<393ÿ1633//ÿ,6-ÿ162.3ÿ726893//ÿ:,/ÿ,//3923-ÿ.2/ÿ,12:29.2;ÿ,6-ÿ
2,@36ÿ/2F3ÿ/292ÿ2<ÿ,>2.26ÿ5.2:ÿ9C3H/03>2ÿ22ÿ$3<36-,62G/ÿ,33383-ÿ>26/2.212.26,3ÿ
?.23,2.26/ÿ2<ÿ.2/ÿ>26/362ÿ025394B ÿÿ%6ÿ/:292Eÿ2:3ÿ>2192ÿ<216-ÿ2:C9,2ÿ2:3ÿ03,.62.<</Gÿ
>3,.F/ÿ5393ÿ622ÿ;32ÿ+9.03Bÿ<29ÿ93?.35ÿ4;ÿ2:3ÿ=1-.>.,3ÿ49,6>:4ÿ
726/3I13623;Eÿ26ÿ$3>3F439ÿ68Eÿ678HEÿ2:3ÿ>2192ÿ89,623-ÿ!93/.-362ÿ
J91F0G/ÿF22.26ÿ22ÿ-./F.//ÿ7#")G/ÿ>C2CF03,.62Eÿ09.F,9.3;ÿ43>,1/3ÿ2:3ÿ03,.6A
2.<</ÿ3,>@3-ÿ/2,6-.68ÿ22ÿ49.68ÿ2:3ÿ>,/34ÿÿ&3?392:333//Eÿ7#")ÿ,6-ÿ2:3ÿ:2/0.A
2,3.2;ÿ03,.62.<</ÿ:,?3ÿ,003,33-ÿ2:3ÿ-3>./.26ÿ22ÿ2:3ÿK3>26-ÿ7.9>1.24877ÿ
Lÿ)3.6/23.6ÿ?4ÿJ91F0ÿ
M6ÿ2:3ÿ/,F3ÿ-,23ÿ2:3ÿ>2192ÿ-./F.//3-ÿ2:3ÿ7#")ÿ3.2.8,2.26Eÿ.2ÿ,3/2ÿ-./A
F.//3-ÿ,ÿ012,2.?3ÿ>3,//ÿ,>2.26ÿ<.33-ÿ4;ÿ).33.,Fÿ#4ÿ)3.6/23.6ÿN,ÿ&35ÿO29@ÿ
,222963;Pÿ26ÿ43:,3<ÿ2<ÿ:.F/33<ÿ,6-ÿ2:3ÿ+!32033ÿ2<ÿ2:3ÿQ6.23-ÿK2,23/ÿ2<ÿ(F39A
.>,Bÿ,8,.6/2ÿ!93/.-362ÿJ91F0Eÿ:./ÿ/26/ÿ$26,3-ÿR4ÿJ91F0EÿR94ÿ,6-ÿ"9.>ÿJ91F0Eÿ
,6-ÿ(3
336ÿ)3.//334398Eÿ2:3ÿ7:.3<ÿD.6,6>.,3ÿM<<.>39ÿ2<ÿ2:3ÿJ91F0ÿM98,6.S,A
2.264878ÿ
J:3ÿ<2>1/ÿ2<ÿ2:3ÿ)3.6/23.6ÿ>2F03,.62ÿ5,/ÿ22ÿ36<29>3ÿ092F./3/ÿF,-3ÿ4;ÿ
2:36A!93/.-362A333>2ÿJ91F0ÿ26ÿR,61,9;ÿ88Eÿ678Hÿ,2ÿ,ÿ093//ÿ>26<3936>3ÿ09.29ÿ22ÿ
ÿ

2:3F/33?3/ÿ.6ÿ,4/29,>2ÿ-./,8933F362/ÿ2?39ÿ,-F.6./29,2.?3ÿ023.>.3/Eÿ,6-ÿ,3/2ÿ22ÿ09223>2ÿ2:3ÿ,836>.3/ÿ
<92Fÿ=1-.>.,3ÿ.6239<3936>3ÿ162.3ÿ,6ÿ,-F.6./29,2.?3ÿ-3>./.26ÿ:,/ÿ4336ÿ<29F,3.S3-ÿ,6-ÿ.2/ÿ3<<3>2/ÿ<332ÿ.6ÿ,ÿ
>26>9323ÿ5,;ÿ4;ÿ2:3ÿ>:,33368.68ÿ0,92.3/BP4ÿ
ÿC4ÿT23-5,239ÿ?4ÿ7,9239ÿ***ÿQ4K4ÿCCEÿCCÿN8CHCP4ÿ
ÿCH4ÿULÿ,2ÿ8C*V8CW4ÿÿJ:3ÿ72192ÿ<192:39ÿ/2,23-ÿ.6ÿ,6ÿ.62393/2.68ÿ<2226223ÿ2:,2ÿ+726893//ÿ./ÿ622ÿ,ÿ
02223-ÿ03,624ÿÿ%2ÿ./ÿ,ÿ>2A3I1,3ÿ49,6>:ÿ2<ÿ2:3ÿ<3-39,3ÿ82?396F362ÿ5.2:ÿ2:3ÿ02539ÿ22ÿ,>2ÿ,/ÿ,ÿ42-;ÿ.6ÿ
93/026/3ÿ22ÿ$3<36-,62G/ÿ,33383-ÿD293.86ÿ"F231F362/ÿ73,1/3ÿ?.23,2.26/Eÿ.<ÿ.2ÿ>:22/3/ÿ22ÿ-2ÿ/24BÿÿULÿ,2ÿ
8CWÿ6494ÿ
ÿC94ÿULÿ,2ÿ8C*VCWÿN+0Q633//ÿ,6-ÿ162.3ÿ726893//ÿ/03,@/ÿ26ÿ2:./ÿ.//13Eÿ!3,.62.<</GÿD293.86ÿ"F231A
F362/ÿ73,1/3ÿ>3,.F/ÿ,93ÿ622ÿ9.03ÿ<29ÿ,-=1-.>,2.264BP4ÿ
ÿCC4ÿULÿ,2ÿ8HC4ÿ
ÿ8774ÿ!3,.62.<</Gÿ&22.>3ÿ2<ÿ(003,3ÿ,2ÿ8EÿXYÿ6HÿD4ÿK1004ÿZ-ÿ8H*ÿN&24ÿ88HA>?A77*W9AT[$PÿN<.3A
.68ÿ&22.>3ÿ2<ÿ(003,3ÿ26ÿD3491,9;ÿ8Eÿ6789P4ÿÿJ:3ÿ>,/3ÿ5,/ÿ<133;ÿ49.3<3-ÿ,/ÿ2<ÿR163ÿ6HEÿ6789ÿ,6-ÿ29,3ÿ
,981F362ÿ./ÿ/>:3-133-ÿ<29ÿM>22439ÿZ7Eÿ67894ÿÿ#303;ÿ[9.3<ÿ2<ÿ!3,.62.<</A(00333,62/Eÿ7.2.S36/ÿ<29ÿ#3A
/026/.4.3.2;ÿ\ÿ"2:.>/ÿ.6ÿ),/:.68226ÿ?4ÿJ91F0Eÿ&24ÿ89A*H*ÿN6-4ÿ7.94ÿR163ÿ6HEÿ6789PÿN/:25.68ÿ2:3ÿ3,/2ÿ
49.3<ÿ4;ÿ2:3ÿ0,92.3/P]ÿ&22.>3ÿ2<ÿ^3,9.68ÿ$,23Eÿ__`ÿaÿb_c_d_eÿfÿX_ÿ_ÿY_gEÿ&24ÿ
89A*H*4ÿ
ÿ8784ÿ)3.6/23.6ÿ?4ÿJ91F0Eÿ&24ÿ8Hÿ7.?4ÿ8789ÿNT[$PEÿ678Hÿ)'ÿW**ZWEÿ,2ÿh8ÿNK4$4&4O4ÿ$3>4ÿ68Eÿ
678HPÿN-./F.//.68ÿ2:3ÿ>,/3ÿ4,/3-ÿ26ÿ3,>@ÿ2<ÿ/14=3>2ÿF,2239ÿ=19./-.>2.26ÿ,6-ÿ<,.3193ÿ22ÿ/2,23ÿ,ÿ>3,.FP4ÿÿÿ
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+,-ÿ,./0102/3,2.4876ÿÿ4+2-5ÿ6227,-5-ÿ8525ÿ/3-2ÿ953/,359ÿ,.ÿ/ÿ)+
,35ÿ!/652ÿ,-:
-059ÿ;<ÿ+,-ÿ/3322.5<-ÿ,.ÿ=2.>0.=3,2.ÿ8,3+ÿ3+5ÿ625--ÿ=2.?525.=5487@ÿÿ4+5ÿ6227:
,-5-ÿ,.=30959ÿA8Bÿ3+/3ÿ!25-,95.3ÿ42076ÿ82039ÿ=2.C5<ÿ/33ÿ+,-ÿ,.C5-375.3-ÿ/.9ÿ
;0-,.5--ÿ/--53-ÿ,.32ÿ/ÿ320-3ÿ?22ÿ3+5ÿ902/3,2.ÿ2?ÿ+,-ÿ625-,95.=<Dÿ8+,=+ÿ+,-ÿ-2.-ÿ
/.9ÿE24ÿ)5,--53;521ÿ82039ÿ7/./15FÿA6Bÿ3+/3ÿ/ÿ-56/2/35ÿG"3+,=-ÿ(9C,-22Hÿ
82039ÿ.559ÿ32ÿ/6622C5ÿ/33ÿ/=3,2.-Dÿ95/3-Dÿ22ÿ32/.-/=3,2.-ÿ3+/3ÿ=2039ÿ6235.3,/33<ÿ
,763,=/35ÿ53+,=-ÿ22ÿ=2.?3,=3ÿ2?ÿ,.3525-3ÿ=2.=52.-Fÿ/.9ÿA@Bÿ3+/3ÿ!25-,95.3ÿ42076ÿ
82039ÿ92./35ÿ/33ÿ622?,3-ÿ?227ÿ?225,1.ÿ12C52.75.3-Iÿ6/322./15ÿ2?ÿ+,-ÿ+2353-ÿ
/.9ÿ8-7,L7,3/2ÿ;0-,.5--5-ÿ902,.1ÿ+,-ÿ625-,95.3,/3ÿ3527ÿ32ÿ3+5ÿJ.,359ÿK3/35-ÿ425/-:
02<4 ÿÿ)5,.-35,.ÿ/335159ÿ3+/3ÿ!25-,95.3ÿ42076ÿ+/9ÿ.23ÿ=2763,59ÿ8,3+ÿ/33ÿ3+5ÿ
623,=,5-ÿ2033,.59ÿ,.ÿ3+5ÿ)+,35ÿ!/652Dÿ/.9ÿ-201+3ÿ32ÿ+239ÿ+,7ÿ32ÿ+,-ÿ8229ÿ;<ÿ
-55M,.1ÿ/.ÿ22952ÿ,762-,.1ÿ/.ÿ5N0,3/;35ÿ=2.-320=3,C5ÿ320-3Dÿ9,25=3,.1ÿ/.ÿ/=:
=20.3,.1ÿ2?ÿ622?8,73-*Dÿ/.9ÿ9,25=3,.1ÿ6/<75.3ÿ2?ÿ6227,-59ÿ72.,5-ÿ32ÿ3+5ÿJ.,359ÿ
K3/35-ÿ425/-02<4 ÿ
!25-,95.3ÿ42076ÿ?,359ÿ/ÿ723,2.ÿ32ÿ9,-7,--ÿ)5,.-35,.I-ÿ=2763/,.3ÿ;/-59ÿ
2.ÿ382ÿ/3352./3,C5ÿ/21075.3-ÿA8Bÿ)5,.-35,.ÿ3/=M59ÿ-3/.9,.1ÿ32ÿ;2,8.71ÿ3+5ÿ
=3/,7Fÿ/.9DÿA6Bÿ)5,.-35,.ÿ?/,359ÿ32ÿ-3/35ÿ/ÿ=3/,7ÿ5.3,33,.1ÿ+,7ÿ32ÿ253,5?4 ÿ
42076I-ÿ?,2-3ÿ/21075.3ÿ?2=0-59ÿ2.ÿ3+5ÿ,.,3,/3ÿ?/=322ÿ2?ÿ3+5ÿ-3/.9,.1ÿ/./3:
<-,-87OP3+/3ÿ3+5ÿ63/,.3,??ÿ70-3ÿ-+28ÿ3+/3ÿG+5ÿ+/-ÿ-0??52598ÿ7/9.ÿ/=30/3ÿ22ÿ,77,:
.5.3ÿ,.>02<ÿ,.ÿ?/=3Dÿ8+,=+ÿ,-ÿ=2.=2535ÿ/.9ÿ6/23,=03/2,Q594H ÿÿ(.ÿ,.>02<ÿ,-ÿ.23ÿ
6/23,=0873R/2,Q59ÿ0.35--ÿ,3ÿG/??5=30-ÿ3+5ÿ63/,.3,??ÿ,.ÿ/ÿ652-2./3ÿ/.9ÿ,.9,C,90/3ÿ
8/<4H ÿÿK3/.9,.1ÿ,-ÿ3+0-ÿ25>5=359ÿ8+525ÿ3+5ÿ63/,.3,??ÿG-0??52-ÿ,.ÿ-275ÿ,.95?:
,.,35ÿ8/<ÿ,.ÿ=2772.ÿ8,3+ÿ652635ÿ15.52/33<4H887ÿÿ4+5ÿ=2023ÿ?20.9ÿ3+/3ÿ)5,.:
-35,.I-ÿ=3/,759ÿ,.>02<ÿ8/-ÿ,.-0??,=,5.3ÿ32ÿ=2.C5<ÿ-3/.9,.1ÿ;5=/0-5ÿ+5ÿ/335159ÿ
.23+,.1ÿ7225ÿ3+/.ÿ/ÿ15.52/3ÿ12,5C/.=5ÿ3+/3ÿ+5ÿ-+/259ÿ8,3+ÿ3+5ÿ60;3,=Dÿ/ÿ62,.3ÿ
3+/3ÿ)5,.-35,.ÿ=2.=5959ÿ3+2201+203ÿ+,-ÿ=2763/,.34888ÿ
!25-,95.3ÿ42076I-ÿ-5=2.9ÿ/21075.3ÿ8/-ÿ3+/3ÿ)5,.-35,.ÿ?/,359ÿ32ÿ-3/35ÿ/ÿ
622652ÿ=3/,7ÿ?22ÿ253,5?4886ÿÿ4+5ÿ=2023ÿ/12559ÿ8,3+ÿ3+,-ÿ/21075.3ÿ/.9ÿ
ÿ
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%&4"#"K4ÿ(&$ÿ4X"ÿ!#"K%$"&4ÿ8VÿA678OBDÿ+336`8̀884625-,95.=<40=-;45906̀/652-a69?8̀68L6O469?ÿ
A3/-3ÿC,-,359ÿY=34ÿ86Dÿ6789B4ÿ
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ÿ87O4ÿSTÿ
ÿ8794ÿSTÿ/3ÿU@Fÿÿ'0>/.ÿC4ÿ$5?5.952-ÿ2?ÿ),393,?5Dÿ*7LÿJ4K4ÿ***Dÿ*7ÿA8RR6BÿA95?,.,.1ÿ/.ÿG,.>02<ÿ,.ÿ
?/=3Hÿ/-ÿG/.ÿ,.C/-,2.ÿ2?ÿ/ÿ351/33<ÿ62235=359ÿ,.3525-3ÿ8+,=+ÿ,-ÿA/Bÿ=2.=2535ÿ/.9ÿ6/23,=03/2,Q59Dÿ/.9ÿA;Bÿ
d/=30/3ÿ22ÿ,77,.5.3IHBÿA=,3/3,2.-ÿ27,3359B4ÿ
ÿ87R4ÿbccDÿ678Oÿ)'ÿ*LL@*Dÿ/3ÿU@ÿAN023,.1ÿefgDÿ*7LÿJ4K4ÿ/3ÿ*7ÿ.48B4ÿ
ÿ8874ÿSTÿAN023,.1ÿ$/,7352]+2<-352ÿ]2264ÿC4ÿ]0.2Dÿ*LOÿJ4K4ÿ@@6Dÿ@LLÿA677BB4ÿ
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*+,,-./012ÿ/3*ÿ.+3/45ÿ-*ÿ623327*ÿ
8139ÿ3:1ÿ5.1-31*3ÿ2;*3-<31ÿ32ÿ!3-/43/66=*ÿ<3-/,ÿ/*ÿ:/*ÿ6-/3+.1ÿ32ÿ/2143/6>ÿ
7:-3ÿ3-79ÿ/6ÿ-4>9ÿ$16142-43*ÿ:-?1ÿ?/23-312ÿ;1<-+*1ÿ$16142-43ÿ@.+,Aÿ
6-/312ÿ32ÿ:242.ÿ:/*ÿA.2,/*14ÿÿB+.ÿC+2/</-3ÿ*>*31,ÿ221*ÿ423ÿ.1<254/01ÿ
2.ÿA.2?/21ÿ.12.1**ÿ62.ÿC+*3ÿ-4>ÿ5./1?-4<14ÿÿ#-3:1.9ÿ-ÿA3-/43/66ÿ,+*3ÿ
/2143/6>ÿ838:D1ÿ*A1</6/<ÿ315-3ÿ;-*/*ÿA+.*+-43ÿ32ÿ7:/<:ÿ:1ÿ/*ÿ143/3312ÿ32ÿ-ÿ
.1,12>4 ÿ
@:1ÿ<2+.3ÿ7143ÿ24ÿ32ÿ*3-31ÿ3:-3ÿ1?14ÿ/6ÿ)1/4*31/4ÿE:-2ÿ-331512ÿ-ÿ315-3ÿ;-*/*ÿ
+A24ÿ7:/<:ÿ.13/16ÿ<2+32ÿ;1ÿ5.-43129ÿ0:1ÿ*3/33ÿ72+32ÿ423ÿ;1ÿ143/3312ÿ32ÿ3:1ÿ.13/16ÿ
:1ÿ0*2+5:3FÿG-ÿ<24*3.+<3/?1ÿ3.+*3Hÿ;1<-+*1ÿ:1ÿ2/2ÿ423ÿ-3315818ÿI2.ÿ,113ÿ-4>ÿ26ÿ3:1ÿ
6-<32.*ÿ41<1**-.>ÿ62.ÿ/,A2*/3/24ÿ26ÿ-ÿ<24*3.+<3/?1ÿ3.+*34 ÿÿ@:1ÿ<2+.3ÿ<24J
6/.,12ÿ3:-3ÿ)1/4*31/4=*ÿ<3-/,*ÿ71.1ÿ423ÿA.1,/*12ÿ24ÿ-4>ÿ-331512ÿ<24*3/3+J
3/24-3ÿ2.ÿ*3-3+32.>ÿ?/23-3/24*9ÿ-42ÿ)1/4*31/4ÿ<24<1212ÿ/4ÿ:/*ÿ<2,A3-/43ÿ3:-3ÿ:1ÿ
7-*ÿ42838ÿ**1.3/45ÿ-4>ÿ*A1</6/<ÿ<3-/,*ÿ+421.ÿ3:1ÿK2.1/54ÿ",23+,143*ÿ
L3-+*14MÿÿK2.ÿ3:1*1ÿ.1-*24*9ÿ3:1ÿ<2+.3ÿ5.-4312ÿ!.1*/2143ÿ@.8+8,A=*ÿ,23/24ÿ-42ÿ
2/*,/**12ÿ)1/4*31/4=*ÿ<2,A3-/43ÿ24ÿ$1<1,;1.ÿ689ÿ678N4 ÿÿ)1/4*31/4ÿ2/2ÿ
423ÿ-AA1-3ÿ3:1ÿ21</*/244ÿ
Oÿ$/*3./<3ÿ26ÿL23+,;/-ÿ?4ÿ@.+,Aÿ
B4ÿP+41ÿ869ÿ678N9ÿ3:1ÿ$/*3./<3ÿ26ÿL23+,;/-ÿ-42ÿQ3-31ÿ26ÿR-.>3-42ÿ6/312ÿ
*+/3ÿ-5-/4*3ÿ!.1*/8281N43ÿ@.+,Aÿ*11S/45ÿ.13/16ÿ62.ÿ-331512ÿ?/23-3/24*ÿ26ÿ3:1ÿ",23J
+,143*ÿL3-+*1*4 ÿÿ%4ÿ3:-3ÿ<-*19ÿ3:1ÿA3-/43/66*ÿ-**1.312ÿ3:-3ÿ3:1ÿ",23+,143*ÿ
L3-+*1*ÿ2/*T+-3/6/12ÿ@.+,Aÿ6.2,ÿ*1.?8/8495ÿ-*ÿ!.1*/2143ÿ7:/31ÿ,-/43-/4/45ÿ274J
1.*:/Aÿ26ÿ:/*ÿ<2,,1.</-3ÿ;+*/41**1*4 ÿÿ@:1ÿA3-/43/66*ÿ*2+5:3ÿ;23:ÿ-ÿ21<3-.-J
32.>ÿC+25,143ÿ3:-3ÿ!.1*/2143ÿ@.+,Aÿ:-2ÿ?/23-312ÿ-42ÿ72+32ÿ<243/4+1ÿ32ÿ?/2J
3-31ÿ3:1ÿK2.1/54ÿ-42ÿ$2,1*3/<ÿ",23+,143*ÿL3
-+*1*9ÿ-42ÿ-4ÿ/4C+4<3/24ÿ
A.2:/;/3/45ÿ3:1ÿ!.1*/2143ÿ6.2,ÿ6+.3:1.ÿ?/23-3/24*488Uÿ
(*ÿ/4ÿVWÿ-42ÿWXX9ÿ!.1*/2143ÿ@.+,Aÿ6/312ÿ-ÿ,23/24ÿ32ÿ2/*,/**ÿ
3:1ÿ<2,A3-/439867ÿ3:/*ÿ3/,1ÿ;-*12ÿ24ÿ3:.11ÿ-.5+,143*ÿG8HÿE3:-3ÿA3-/43/66*ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
ÿ

ÿ88D4ÿYOÿ-3ÿZI4ÿ
ÿ88I4ÿYOÿ-3ÿZM4ÿ
ÿ88M4ÿYOÿ
ÿ884ÿYOÿ-3ÿZ4ÿ
ÿ88N4ÿL2,A3-/43ÿ-3ÿ89ÿ$/*3./<3ÿ26ÿL23+,;/-ÿ?4ÿ@.+,A9ÿ6U8ÿK4ÿQ+AA4ÿD2ÿN6MÿG$4ÿR24ÿ6789HÿG&24ÿ98NJ
<?J78MUJ!PRH4ÿ
ÿ8894ÿYOÿ-3ÿ88[869ÿI8[I6ÿGE0@.+,Aÿ2/2ÿ423ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ.13/4T+/*:0ÿX\ÿ26ÿ:/*ÿ;+*/41**1*ÿ2.ÿ1*3-;J
3/*:0ÿ-ÿ;3/42ÿ3.+*34FH4ÿ
ÿ88U4ÿ]ÿ(,14212ÿL2,A3-/43ÿ-3ÿIM[I9ÿ^XXÿ_ÿàbcX9ÿ6U8ÿK4ÿQ+AA4ÿD2ÿN6MÿG&24ÿ98NJ<?J
78MUJ!PRH4ÿ
ÿ8674ÿR23/24ÿ32ÿ$/*,/**ÿ24ÿd1:-36ÿ26ÿ$16142-43ÿ/4ÿe/*ÿ%42/?/2+-3ÿL-A-</3>ÿ-3ÿ89ÿ^XXÿ_ÿ
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+,--./.0ÿ12ÿ213,/4ÿ2,5+20.ÿ2-ÿ56.ÿ$2+5/275ÿ2-ÿ823,9:2;ÿ;10ÿ56./.-2/.ÿ6;00ÿ12ÿ
+5;1021<ÿ52ÿ:/21<ÿ56.2/ÿ73;29ÿ21ÿ56.ÿ$2+5/275ÿ2-ÿ=;/43;1806>6?868ÿ@6AÿB3;2152--+ÿ
-;23.0ÿ52ÿ+5;5.ÿ;ÿ73;29ÿ,B21ÿC6276ÿ/.32.-ÿ72,30ÿ:.ÿ</;15.0? ÿ;10ÿ@DAÿ56.ÿ/.32.-ÿ
+2,<65ÿC;+ÿ,1721+525,5221;3ÿ:.7;,+.ÿ25ÿ;55.9B5.0ÿ52ÿ29B2+.ÿ;ÿ721806D25221ÿ21ÿ56.ÿ
!/.+20.15E+ÿ;:23254ÿ52ÿ+./F.ÿ;+ÿ!/.+20.15ÿ;10ÿ7;//4ÿ2,5ÿ62+ÿ0,52.+4 ÿ
%1ÿ56.ÿ729B3;215Gÿ56.ÿB3;2152--+ÿ32+5.0ÿ25.9+ÿ56;5ÿ56.4ÿ:.32.F.0ÿH/,9Bÿ6;0ÿ
/.7.2F.0ÿ;10ÿC2,30ÿ721521,.ÿ52ÿ/.7.2F.ÿ;+ÿ!/.+20.15ÿ21ÿF223;5221ÿ2-ÿ56.ÿ"923I
,9.15+ÿ83;,+.+ÿ2173,021<ÿ
@;Aÿ3.;+.+ÿ2-ÿH/,9BÿB/2B./52.+ÿ6.30ÿ:4ÿ-2/.2<1I<2F./19.15I2C1.0ÿ
.15252.+?ÿ@:AÿB,/76;+.ÿ;10ÿ2C1./+62Bÿ2-ÿ721029212,9+ÿ21ÿH/,9Bÿ
B/2B./52.+ÿ:4ÿ-2/.2<1ÿ<2F./19.15+ÿ2/ÿ-2/.2<1I<2F./19.15I7215/233.0ÿ
.15252.+?ÿ@7Aÿ256./ÿB/2B./54ÿ215./.+5+ÿ2/ÿ:,+21.++ÿ0.;321<+ÿ52.0ÿ52ÿ-2/I
.2<1ÿ<2F./19.15+?ÿ@0Aÿ625.3ÿ;7729920;5221+Gÿ/.+5;,/;15ÿB,/76;+.+Gÿ
56.ÿ,+.ÿ2-ÿF.1,.+ÿ-2/ÿ.F.15+Gÿ;10ÿB,/76;+.+ÿ2-ÿ256./ÿ+./F27.+ÿ;10ÿ
<220+ÿ:4ÿ-2/.2<1ÿ<2F./19.15+ÿ;10ÿ02B329;5+ÿ;5ÿ625.3+Gÿ/.+5;,/;15+Gÿ
;10ÿ256./ÿ029.+527ÿ;10ÿ215./1;5221;3ÿB/2B./52.+ÿ2C1.0Gÿ2B./;5.0Gÿ2/ÿ
327.1+.0ÿ:4ÿ!/.+20.15ÿH/,9B?ÿ@.Aÿ721521,;5221ÿ2-ÿ56.ÿJ.1./;3ÿK./F27.+ÿ
(09212+5/;5221ÿ3.;+.ÿ-2/ÿ!/.+20.15ÿH/,9BE+ÿ);+621<521Gÿ$484ÿ625.3ÿ
0.+B25.ÿ62+ÿ:/.;76ÿ2-ÿ56.ÿ3.;+.E+ÿ5./9+Gÿ;10ÿB25.152;3ÿB/2F2+221ÿ2-ÿ-.0I
./;3ÿ5;Lÿ7/.025+ÿ21ÿ7211.75221ÿC256ÿ56.ÿ+;9.ÿB/2B./54?ÿ;10ÿ@-AÿB;4I
9.15+ÿ-/29ÿ-2/.2<1I<2F./19.15I2C1.0ÿ:/2;07;+5./+ÿ/.3;5.0ÿ52ÿ/.I
:/2;07;+5+ÿ;10ÿ-2/.2<1ÿF./+8262N1+ÿ2-ÿ56.ÿ5.3.F2+221ÿB/2</;9ÿMH6.ÿ
(BB/.1527.>ÿ;10ÿ25+ÿ+B212--+4 ÿ
(+ÿ-2/ÿ256./ÿ0;9;<.+Gÿ=;/43;10ÿ;33.<.0ÿ213,/4ÿ21ÿ56.ÿ-2/9ÿ2-ÿ/.0,7.0ÿ5;Lÿ
/.F.1,.+GÿM729B.5252F.ÿ6;/9G>ÿ;10ÿM.7212927ÿ32++>ÿ21ÿ56.ÿ56.2/4ÿ56;5ÿ729I
B.525221ÿ-/29ÿ56.ÿH/,9Bÿ%15./1;5221;3ÿO25.3ÿ327;5.0ÿ21ÿ);+62816P<521Gÿ$484ÿ02I
F./5.0ÿ:,+21.++ÿ;C;4ÿ-/29ÿ256./ÿ=;/43;10I:;+.0ÿ729B;12.+4 ÿ
ÿ

QRSTUGÿ6V8ÿW4ÿK,BB4ÿD0ÿ*6Pÿ@&24ÿ98*I7FI78PVA?ÿRXÿ125.+ÿ9Gÿ87ÿ;10ÿ;7729B;1421<ÿ5.L54ÿ
ÿ8684ÿ=.92/;10,9ÿ21ÿK,BB2/5ÿ2-ÿ=25221ÿ52ÿ$2+92++ÿ21ÿY.6;3-ÿ2-ÿ$.-.10;15ÿ21ÿO2+ÿ%102F20,;3ÿ8;I
B;7254ÿ;5ÿZ*Gÿ[UUÿ\ÿQRSTUGÿ6V8ÿW4ÿK,BB4ÿD0ÿ*6Pÿ@&24ÿ98*I7FI78PVA4ÿ
ÿ8664ÿ]^ÿ;5ÿ8N4ÿÿH/,9Bÿ;/<,.0ÿ56;5ÿ56.ÿB3;2152--+ÿ020ÿ125ÿ6;F.ÿ+5;1021<ÿ:.7;,+.ÿÿ
0H6.ÿ!/.+20.15ÿ2+ÿ125ÿ+,:3.75ÿ52ÿ+,25ÿ,10./ÿ56.ÿ"923,9.15+ÿ83;,+.+ÿ21ÿ62+ÿ2102F20,;3ÿ7;I
B;72544ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ!3;2152--+ÿ3;7_ÿ;ÿ7;,+.ÿ2-ÿ;75221ÿ56;5ÿ;332C+ÿ56.9ÿ52ÿB,/+,.ÿ0.73;/;52/4ÿ;10ÿ
213,1752F.ÿ/.32.-ÿ;<;21+5ÿ56.ÿ!/.+20.15ÿ21ÿ62+ÿ2102F20,;3ÿ7;B;7254ÿ-2/ÿF223;521<ÿ56.ÿ821+525,I
52214ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ0"F.1ÿ;++,921<ÿ+,76ÿ;ÿ7;,+.ÿ2-ÿ;75221ÿ.L2+5+Gÿ25ÿ7;1125ÿ:.ÿ.LB;10.0ÿ52ÿ56.ÿ
"923,9.15+ÿ83;,+.+4ÿ
]4ÿ;5ÿDZN4ÿ
ÿ86D4ÿ]^ÿ;5ÿ6NZ6*ÿ@M`,+5ÿ;+ÿ56.ÿ!/.+20.15ÿ+62,30ÿ125ÿ6;F.ÿ52ÿ-.;/ÿ56;5ÿ2102F20,;3+ÿC233ÿ6230ÿ629ÿB./I
+21;334ÿ32;:3.ÿ-2/ÿC6;5ÿ6.ÿ,3529;5.34ÿ0.720.+ÿ52ÿ02ÿ;+ÿ!/.+20.15Gÿ1.256./ÿ+62,30ÿ6.ÿ6;F.ÿ52ÿ-.;/ÿ2102F20I
,;3ÿ32;:23254ÿ+29B34ÿ:.7;,+.ÿ6.ÿ2+ÿ!/.+20.154>A4ÿ
ÿ86N4ÿÿaÿ(9.10.0ÿ829B3;215GÿRXÿ125.ÿ88VGÿ;5ÿP4ÿ
ÿ86P4ÿÿ]^ÿ;5ÿD9ZN7GÿN64ÿ
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*+,ÿ-./01,+2ÿ1-3,ÿ45ÿ26,ÿ72-2,ÿ28ÿ9-.53-+3ÿ:;ÿ,;<,=:-335ÿ:+2,.,;2:+/486ÿÿ
9-.53-+3ÿ=3-:1,3ÿ26-2ÿ:2ÿ>2033ÿ+22ÿ6-?,ÿ@2:+,3ÿ26,ÿA+:2+ÿ:8ÿ:2ÿ6-3ÿB+2>+ÿ26-2ÿ
26,ÿ"12301,+2;ÿC3-0;,;ÿ>2033ÿ4,ÿ:+2,.<.,2,3ÿ:+ÿ;0=6ÿ-ÿ>-5ÿ-;ÿ22ÿ-332>ÿ-ÿ
!.,;:3,+2ÿ22ÿ1-:+2-:8+6ÿD2>+,.;6:<ÿ:+ÿ;,<-.-2,ÿ=211,.=:-3ÿ40;:+,;;,;ÿ>6:3,ÿ
;,.?:+/ÿ-;ÿ!.,;:3,+24 ÿÿ9-.53-+3ÿ=3-:1,3ÿ26-2ÿ26,ÿ<.26:4:2:2+;ÿ:+ÿ26,ÿ"123E
01,+2;ÿC3-0;,;ÿ>,.,ÿF1-2,.:-3ÿ:+30=,1,+2;ÿ22ÿ0:2;ÿ,+2,.:+/ÿ26,ÿ0+:2+GHÿ-+3ÿ
260;ÿ9-86.953-+3ÿF.,2-:+;ÿ:2;ÿ<2>,.ÿ22ÿ4.:+/ÿ;0:2ÿ22ÿ,+82.=,ÿ026,ÿ<.26:4:2:2+;ÿ
223-54H ÿÿ%+ÿ6:;ÿ122:2+ÿ22ÿ3:;1:;;Gÿ!.,;:3,+2ÿI.01<ÿ=20+2,.,3ÿ26:;ÿ=3-:1ÿ45ÿ
;2-2:+/ÿ26-2ÿ26,ÿ=21<3-:+2ÿ>-;ÿ8-=20-335ÿ3,8:=:,+2ÿ4,=-0;,ÿF026,ÿC21<3-:+2ÿ
=2+2-:+;ÿ+2ÿ<3-0;:43,ÿ-33,/-2:2+;ÿ26-2ÿ3,3,/-2,;ÿ22ÿ9-.53-+3J;ÿ.-2:85:+/ÿ=2+E
?,+2:2+ÿ:+ÿ8D99ÿ6,33ÿ26,ÿ72-2,J;ÿ=0..,+2ÿ?:,>ÿ28ÿ26,ÿ"12301,+2;ÿC3-0;,;Gÿ
10=6ÿ3,;;ÿ26-2ÿ;0=6ÿ?:,>ÿ>-;ÿ1-2,.:-3ÿ22ÿ26,:.ÿ3,=:;:2+ÿ22ÿ.-2:85ÿ26,ÿC2+;2:20E
2:2+4H86Kÿ
!.,;:3,+2ÿI.01<ÿ1-3,ÿ-+ÿ-33:2:2+-3ÿ-./01,+2ÿ26-2ÿ26,ÿ$:;2.:=2ÿ28ÿC2301E
4:-ÿ-+3ÿ9-.53-+3ÿ>,.,ÿ+22ÿ>:268:M+7ÿ26,ÿFL2+,ÿ28ÿ:+2,.,;2;Hÿ26-2ÿ26,ÿ"12301,+2;ÿ
C3-0;,;ÿ>,.,ÿ1,-+2ÿ22ÿ<.22,=24 ÿÿI6,ÿL2+,ÿ28ÿ:+2,.,;2;ÿ2,;2ÿF;,.?,0;ÿ22ÿ3:1:2ÿ
26,ÿ.23,ÿ28ÿ26,ÿ=20.2;ÿ:+ÿ.,;23?:+/ÿ<043:=ÿ3:;<02,;Hÿ45ÿ-;B:+/ÿF>6,26,.ÿ26,ÿ
=2+;2:202:2+-3ÿ2.ÿ;2-2022.5ÿ<.2?:;:2+ÿ2+ÿ>6:=6ÿ26,ÿ=3-:1ÿ.,;2;ÿ<.2<,.35ÿ=-+ÿ4,ÿ
0+3,.;282M283ÿ-;ÿ/.-+2:+/ÿ<,.;2+;ÿ:+ÿ26,ÿ<3-:+2:88J;ÿ<2;:2:2+ÿ-ÿ.:/62ÿ22ÿ@03:=:-3ÿ
.,3:,84H ÿ!.,;:3,+2ÿI.01<ÿ-./0,3ÿ26-2ÿ26,ÿ<3-:+2:88;Jÿ-33,/,3ÿ:+@0.:,;Gÿ>6,26,.ÿ
26.20/6ÿ32;;ÿ28ÿ2-Nÿ.,?,+0,;Gÿ32;;ÿ28ÿ<.28:2Gÿ2.ÿ32;;ÿ28ÿ<23:2:=-3ÿ<2>,.Gÿ>,.,ÿ
202;:3,ÿ26,ÿL2+,ÿ28ÿ:+2,.,;2;ÿ=2?,.,3ÿ45ÿ26,ÿ"12301,+2;ÿC3-0;,;Gÿ>6:=6ÿ>-;ÿ
22ÿ<.22,=2ÿF-/-:+;2ÿ26,ÿ=2..0<2:2+ÿ28Gÿ-+3ÿ82.,:/+ÿ:+88M360,+=,ÿ2+Gÿ8,3,.-3ÿ288:=:-3;ÿ
-+3ÿ22ÿ,+;0.,ÿ26,ÿ:+3,<,+3,+=,ÿ28ÿ26,ÿ!.,;:3,+24H ÿ
):26ÿ.,/-.3ÿ22ÿ;2-+3:+/Gÿ!.,;:3,+2ÿI.01<ÿ-./0,3ÿ26-2ÿ9-.53-+3J;ÿ=3-:1ÿ
26-2ÿ:2ÿ32;2ÿ<23:2:=-3ÿ<2>,.ÿ:+ÿ@2:+:+/ÿ26,ÿA+:2+ÿ>-;ÿF+22ÿ@03:=:-335ÿ=2/+:L-43,ÿ
4,=-0;,ÿ9-.53-+3ÿ1-5ÿ+22ÿ-;Bÿ26,ÿC20.2ÿO22ÿ-3@03:=-2,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ48ÿM-M4;2.-=2ÿP0,;2:2+;ÿ
28ÿ<23:2:=-3ÿ<2>,.Gÿ28ÿ;2?,.,:/+25Gÿ02.ÿ28ÿ/2?,.+1,+24JH ÿÿI6,ÿ122:2+ÿ22ÿ
3:;1:;;ÿ-3;2ÿ=:2,3ÿ1032:<3,ÿ,N-1<3,;ÿ28ÿ26,ÿ70<.,1,ÿC20.2ÿ8:+3:+/ÿ26-2ÿF-3E
3,/,3ÿ-4;2.-=2ÿ:+@0.:,;ÿ22ÿ-ÿ72-2,J;ÿ;2?,.,:/+25ÿ0-.,ÿ+22ÿ@03:=:-335ÿ
ÿ

ÿ864ÿQÿRSÿ+22,;ÿ86DT69ÿ-+3ÿ-==21<-+5:+/ÿ2,N24ÿ
ÿ86D4ÿ(1,+3,3ÿC21<3-:+2GÿUVÿ+22,ÿ88KGÿ-2ÿMMTMW4ÿ
ÿ8694ÿXYÿ-2ÿMW4ÿÿ
ÿ86K4ÿQÿ9,12.-+301ÿ:+ÿ70<<2.2GÿUVÿ+22,ÿ89Gÿ-2ÿ884ÿÿI6,ÿ122:2+ÿ22ÿ3:;1:;;ÿ>,+2ÿ;2ÿ8-.ÿ-;ÿ22ÿ
=:2,ÿ22ÿ26,ÿ=2+30=2ÿ28ÿ2>2ÿ.,;:3,+2;ÿ28ÿ9-.53-+3ÿ-2ÿ26,ÿ2:1,ÿ28ÿ26,ÿ&-2:2+J;ÿ820+3:+/Gÿ$-+:,3ÿC-..233ÿ
-+3ÿI621-;ÿZ26+;2+Gÿ4226ÿ28ÿ>621ÿ;233ÿ<043:=ÿ3-+3ÿ22ÿ!.,;:3,+2ÿ[,2./,ÿ)-;6:+/22+ÿ:+ÿ6:;ÿ=-<-=:25ÿ
-;ÿ-ÿ<.:?-2,ÿ=:2:L,+Gÿ-+3ÿ+,:26,.ÿ.-:;,3ÿ-+5ÿ=2+=,.+;ÿ26-2ÿ;0=6ÿ2.-+;-=2:2+;ÿ=2+;2:202,3ÿ<.26:4:2,3ÿ,123E
01,+2;4ÿÿXYÿ-2ÿ864ÿ
ÿ8M74ÿXYÿ-2ÿ69T6K4ÿ
ÿ8M84ÿ)-.26ÿ?4ÿ7,33:+GÿW66ÿA474ÿWK7Gÿ\77ÿ]8KD\^4ÿ
ÿ8M64ÿ9,12.-+301ÿ:+ÿ70<<2.2GÿUVÿ+22,ÿ89Gÿ-2ÿ69T6K4ÿ
ÿ8MM4ÿXYÿ-2ÿ87ÿ]P022:+/ÿ9-;;-=60;,22;ÿ?4ÿ9,332+Gÿ66ÿA474ÿWWDGÿW9WT9\ÿ]8K6M^^4ÿ
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50?-ÿ+,-33@310,33AÿB2712ÿ/50/ÿ/5-ÿ+3031/3BB.ÿ50?-ÿ./012314Cÿ!,-.32-1/ÿD,7@+ÿ
621/317-.ÿ/2ÿ65033-14-ÿ/53.ÿB312314ÿEAÿ.--F314ÿ0++-03.ÿ/5,2745ÿ/5-ÿ31/-,3267G
/2,Aÿ0++-03.ÿ+,26-..488ÿÿH7,/5-,@2,-Cÿ2-+-12314ÿ7+21ÿ/5-ÿ73/3@0/-ÿ,-.73/ÿ2Bÿ
/5-.-ÿ60.-.ÿ0/ÿ/5-ÿ23./,36/ÿ627,/ÿ3-?-3Cÿ/5-ÿ3..7-ÿ2Bÿ./012314ÿI333ÿ6-,/0313AÿE-ÿ0ÿ
+,3@0,Aÿ4,2712ÿ7+21ÿI5365ÿ!,-.32-1/ÿD,7@+ÿI2732ÿ0++-034ÿÿJ316-ÿ32I-,ÿ
627,/.ÿ31ÿ@73/3+3-ÿ23./,36/.ÿ50?-ÿ62@-ÿ/2ÿ23BB-,-1/ÿ621637.321.ÿ21ÿ./012314Cÿ/5-ÿ
3..7-ÿI333ÿ1--2ÿ/2ÿE-ÿ2-/-,@31-2ÿEAÿ/5-ÿK3,673/ÿK27,/.ÿ012ÿ+-,50+.ÿ73/3@0/-3Aÿ
/5-ÿL13/-2ÿJ/0/-.ÿJ7+,-@-ÿK27,/4ÿ
M3?-1ÿ/5-.-ÿ23BB-,314ÿ,73314.ÿ21ÿ/5-ÿ3..7-ÿ2Bÿ./012314Cÿ/5-ÿ@2./ÿ6A13603ÿ
2E.-,?-,ÿ@345/ÿE-33-?-ÿ/50/ÿ./012314ÿ3.ÿ@-,-3Aÿ31ÿ/5-ÿ-8A-6ÿ2Bÿ/5-ÿE-5232-,ÿ012ÿ
2-+-12.ÿ7+21ÿ/5-ÿ,73314ÿN724-O.ÿ+233/3603ÿ+,-B-,-16-4 ÿÿP2I-?-,Cÿ3/ÿE-0,.ÿ
12/314ÿ/50/ÿ-065ÿ2Bÿ/5-ÿ(,/363-ÿ%%%ÿN724-.ÿI52ÿ50?-ÿ,73-2ÿ21ÿ/5-ÿ83.V.7-ÿ2Bÿ./012G
314ÿ/57.ÿB0,ÿQR724-ÿM-2,4-ÿS4ÿ$013-3.ÿ31ÿTUÿ012ÿU99C ÿR724-ÿ!-/-,ÿ
R4ÿW-..38//-Zÿ31ÿ899ÿ:ÿ;<=>9Cÿ8Xÿ012ÿR724-ÿ8"@@-/ÿM4ÿJ7333?01ÿ31ÿ;<Y
=; [ÿI-,-ÿ12@310/-2ÿEAÿ!,-.32-1/ÿK331/214 ÿÿD57.Cÿ0/ÿ3-0./ÿ21ÿ/5-ÿ3.G
.7-ÿ2Bÿ./012314ÿI3/5ÿ,-.+-6/ÿ/2ÿ!,-.32-1/ÿD,7@+O.ÿ033-4-2ÿ?3230/321.ÿ2Bÿ/5-ÿ
"@237@-1/.ÿK307.-.Cÿ/5-ÿ,73314ÿN724-O.ÿ+233/3603ÿ+,-B-,-16-ÿ50.ÿ12/ÿE--1ÿ31G
B2,@0/3?-ÿ2,ÿ23.+2.3/3?-4ÿ
%1ÿ322F314ÿ0/ÿI5-/5-,ÿ/5-ÿ627,/ÿ,73-2ÿ62,,-6/3Aÿ31ÿ/5-.-ÿ60.-.Cÿ+-,50+.ÿ/5-ÿ
-0.3-./ÿ+3031/3BBÿ/2ÿ23.+2.-ÿ2BÿB2,ÿ306Fÿ2Bÿÿ./012314ÿ3.ÿ/5-ÿ+3031/3BBÿ31ÿU99ÿ
I5-,-ÿ/5-ÿ627,/ÿ62,,-6/3AÿB2712ÿ/50/ÿ01ÿ3123?32703ÿ+3031/3BBÿI3/5ÿ0ÿ4,3-?016-ÿ
.50,-2ÿI3/5ÿ/5-ÿ4-1-,03ÿ+7E336ÿ60112/ÿ.52Iÿ/5-ÿ+0,/36730,3\-2ÿ31N7,Aÿ1--2-2ÿ
/2ÿ-./0E33.5ÿ./01231448]ÿÿ%/ÿ3.ÿN7./ÿ0.ÿ-0.Aÿ/2ÿ23.+2.-ÿ2Bÿ/5-ÿ+3031/3BBÿK#")ÿ
E-607.-ÿ01ÿ31/-,-./ÿ4,27+ÿ2,ÿ2/5-,ÿ+233/3603ÿ2,4013\0/321ÿ60112/ÿ.52Iÿ01ÿ31N7,Aÿ
ÿ

ÿ874ÿ^ÿ<_ÿ12/-.ÿ*`*7Cÿ87]`88ÿ012ÿ0662@+01A314ÿ/-a/4ÿ
ÿ884ÿ^ÿ<_ÿ12/-ÿ8Z9ÿ012ÿ0662@+01A314ÿ/-a/4ÿ
ÿ864ÿ^ÿ(20@ÿ'3+/0FCÿbc;999ÿ9ÿ>deÿfÿTg;hiÿ<ÿjÿjÿjÿCÿ&4k4ÿD%W"JÿQ&2?4ÿ6Cÿ6786[Cÿ
5//+.llIII41A/3@-.462@l6786l88l6]l7.lN724-.G,73314.GB2332IG+0,/3.01G331-.45/@3ÿQm0D5-,-ÿ3.ÿ0ÿ32/ÿ
2Bÿ-?32-16-ÿ/50/ÿ/5-ÿ+0,/Aÿ2Bÿ/5-ÿ+,-.32-1/ÿI52ÿ0++231/-2ÿ0ÿN724-ÿ3.ÿ0ÿ.3413B3601/ÿ4732-ÿ/2ÿ52Iÿ/5-ÿ
N724-ÿI333ÿ?2/-ÿ21ÿ+233/36033Aÿ650,4-2ÿ3..7-.ÿ33F-ÿ0BB3,@0/3?-ÿ06/3214n[4ÿ
ÿ8V4ÿK#")ÿ?4ÿD,7@+Cÿ6]ÿH4ÿJ7++4ÿV2ÿ8]XCÿ8]*ÿQJ4$4&4k4ÿ678][Cÿ__;ÿCÿ&24ÿ89GX]XÿQ62ÿ
K3,4ÿH-E4ÿ8Cÿ6789[oÿ)-31./-31ÿ?4ÿD,7@+Cÿ&24ÿ8]ÿK3?4ÿ8789ÿQMS$[Cÿ678]ÿ)'ÿZXXVZCÿ0/ÿp8ÿQJ4$4&4k4ÿ
$-64ÿ68Cÿ678][4ÿ
ÿ8X4ÿ$3./,36/ÿ2BÿK237@E30ÿ?4ÿD,7@+Cÿ6*8ÿH4ÿJ7++4ÿV2ÿ]6ZCÿ]V8ÿQ$4ÿW24ÿ6789[oÿK2@+3031/ÿ0/ÿVZ`V]Cÿ
S37@-1/503ÿ?4ÿD,7@+Cÿ&24ÿ8G8]G6?G788ZXÿQ"MJ[ÿQ$4$4K4ÿR71-ÿ8XCÿ678][4ÿ
ÿ8Z4ÿ ;<=;ÿqjÿ<=_Cÿ&24ÿ88]G6?G788ZXÿQ"MJ[Cÿ6789ÿ)'ÿX98778Cÿ0/ÿp8ÿQ$4$4K4ÿJ-+/4ÿ69Cÿ
6789[4ÿ
ÿ8 4ÿ^ÿ89;iÿrsÿjCÿH"$"#('ÿRL$%K%('ÿK"&D"#Cÿ5//+.llIII4BN6442?l53./2,AlN724-.ÿl201G
3-3.G4-2,4-GEÿQ30./ÿ?3.3/-2ÿ&2?4ÿ6Cÿ6789[oÿt 9iÿcÿuCÿH"$"#('ÿRL$%K%('ÿK"&D"#Cÿ
5//+.llIII4BN6442?l53./2,AlN724-.l@-..3//-G+-/-,GN2ÿQ30./ÿ?3.3/-2ÿ&2?4ÿ6Cÿ6789[oÿ^<;;9qiÿT==ÿrjCÿ
H"$"#('ÿRL$%K%('ÿK"&D"#Cÿ5//+.llIII4BN6442?l53./2,AÿlN724-.l.7333?01G-@@-/G4ÿQ30./ÿ?3.3/-2ÿ&2?4ÿ
6Cÿ6789[4ÿ
ÿ8]4ÿ^ÿ23.67..321ÿ<_ÿJ-6/321ÿ%%%4S4ÿ
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,-../0/123ÿ32ÿ1,3453/,6ÿ,342879/28ÿ,/9:3;ÿ5;ÿ034/9/28ÿ/3ÿ647ÿ32ÿ7/<1=3ÿ=1,2-=01,ÿ
.=29ÿ221ÿ04,1ÿ32ÿ422361=4 ÿÿ)6/31ÿ361ÿ62,:/343/3;ÿ:34/23/..,ÿ/2ÿ>?ÿ64<1ÿ4ÿ
92=1ÿ022</20/28ÿ4=8-9123@ÿ361ÿA2-=3ÿ4::14=,ÿ32ÿ51ÿ22ÿ,23/7ÿ.223/28ÿ/2ÿ./27/28ÿ
3643ÿ361/=ÿ4331817ÿ/2B-=/1,ÿC1
=1ÿ,:10-343/<1ÿ427ÿ340D17ÿ361ÿ=1E-/=17ÿ21F-,ÿC/36ÿ
!=1,/7123ÿG=-9:H,ÿ403/22,48*ÿÿG61ÿ:34/23/..,ÿ/2ÿIJJÿKÿLMNOJÿC1=1ÿ4531ÿ
32ÿ022</201ÿ361ÿ02-=3ÿ3643ÿ/20=14,17ÿ029:13/3/22ÿ.2=917ÿ4ÿ,-../0/123ÿ/2B-=;ÿ32ÿ
1,3453/,6ÿ,3427/2848P7ÿÿQ2C1<1=@ÿ361ÿ02-=3ÿ/2ÿ>?ÿ
7/7ÿ223ÿ./27ÿ,3427/28ÿ.2=ÿ
361ÿ62,:/343/3;ÿ:34/23/..,ÿ54,17ÿ-:22ÿ,/9/34=ÿ.403,@8P8ÿ427ÿ361ÿ6/,32=/043ÿ1F49R
:31,ÿ.=29ÿ361ÿ.2-27/28ÿ1=4ÿ0/317ÿ5;ÿ!=1,/7123ÿG=-9:ÿ/2ÿ361ÿ3/3/843/22ÿ,62Cÿ3643ÿ
/3ÿ/,ÿ:2,,/531ÿ.2=ÿ4ÿ:=1,/7123ÿ32ÿ=101/<1ÿ029:12,43/22ÿ.2=ÿ8227,ÿ427ÿ,1=</01,ÿ
C/362-3ÿ,11D/28ÿ0228=1,,/2243ÿ4::=2<43ÿ427ÿC/362-3ÿ=4/,/28ÿ361ÿ,:1031=ÿ2.ÿ/2R
B-=;ÿ32ÿ:23123/43ÿ029:13/32=,48P6ÿÿ(ÿ029:13/32=ÿC2-37ÿ01=34/23;ÿ64<1ÿ,3427/28ÿ
/.ÿ!=1,/7123ÿG=-9:ÿC1=1ÿ32ÿ2..1=ÿ8227,ÿ2=ÿ,1=</01,ÿ.2=ÿ.=11ÿ2=ÿ43ÿ4ÿ7/,02-2317ÿ
=431ÿ32ÿ.2=1/82ÿ82<1=2891
23,ÿ5104-,1ÿ3612ÿ61ÿC2-37ÿ51ÿS3=47/28ÿ.4<2=,ÿ/2ÿ1FR
064281ÿ.2=ÿ4ÿ5121./34TP+ÿÿQ2C1<1=@ÿ361=1ÿ64,ÿ5112ÿ22ÿ1</71201ÿ2.ÿ36/,ÿ200-=R
=/284ÿÿ%.ÿ8227,ÿ427ÿ,1=</01,ÿ4=1ÿ2..1=17ÿ.2=ÿ,-../0/123ÿ427ÿ.4/=ÿ022,/71=43/22ÿ/2ÿ
4ÿ029:13/3/<1ÿ94=D13:3401@ÿ/3ÿ/,ÿ7/../08-PU33ÿ32ÿ,11ÿ62Cÿ4ÿ029:13/32=ÿ02-37ÿ1,345R
3/,6ÿ361ÿ=1E-/,/31ÿ/2B-=;ÿ.2=ÿ,3427/284 ÿ
(,ÿ.2=ÿ361ÿ678ÿ0228=1,,/2243ÿ:34/23/..,ÿ/2ÿLMNL@ÿ/3ÿ02-37ÿ14,/3;ÿ51ÿ
4=8-17ÿ3643ÿ361/=ÿ034/9,ÿ4=1ÿ92=1ÿ:23/38/P0V43ÿ3642ÿ,-5,3423/<1@ÿ8/<12ÿ3643ÿ433ÿ
:34/23/..,ÿ4=1ÿ0228=1,,/2243ÿ$1920=43,4 ÿÿ(84/2@ÿ6/,32=/043ÿ1F49:31,ÿ,62Cÿ
3643ÿC612ÿ1F06428/28ÿ8227,ÿ427ÿ,1=</01,ÿ.2=ÿ,-../0/123ÿ022,/71=43/22@ÿ/3ÿ/,ÿ223ÿ
2101,,4=;ÿ.2=ÿ361ÿ!=1,/7123ÿ32ÿ,11Dÿ:=/2=ÿ0228=1,,/2243ÿ84P::=2<43@ÿ427ÿ,-06ÿ4ÿ
./2420/43ÿ1F064281ÿ721,ÿ223ÿE-43/.;ÿ4,ÿ42ÿ1923-91234 ÿÿ(002=7/283;@ÿ361ÿ
034/9ÿ3643ÿ!=1,/7123ÿG=-9:ÿ/,ÿ,29162Cÿ71:=/</28ÿA228=1,,ÿ2.ÿ/3,ÿ=/863ÿ32ÿ<231ÿ
22ÿ361ÿ=101/:3ÿ2.ÿ4331817ÿ1923-9123,@ÿ427ÿ3643ÿ36/,ÿ71:=/<43/22ÿ022,3/3-31,ÿ
ÿ

ÿ894ÿWÿ7/,0-,,/22ÿMXÿY103/22ÿ%%%4(4ÿ
ÿ8*4ÿWÿ7/,0-,,/22ÿMXÿY103/22ÿ%%%4(4ÿ
ÿ8P74ÿWÿ7/,0-,,/22ÿMXÿY103/22ÿ%%%4A4ÿ
ÿ8P84ÿWÿMXÿ2231,ÿP6Z9Uÿ427ÿ40029:42;/28ÿ31F34ÿ
ÿ8P64ÿWÿ[192=427-9ÿ/2ÿY-::2=3@ÿMXÿ2231ÿ89@ÿ43ÿU8ZV7\ÿÿLÿ2231,ÿ+VZUVÿ427ÿ40029:42;/28ÿ
31F34ÿ
ÿ8P+4ÿWÿ(22ÿ"4ÿ[4=/92Cÿ]ÿ^2243642ÿ_HA222133@ÿMNXÿÿ`KJÿaNÿaJbÿcdNÿ
MJ ÿÿLÿJKÿÿIeÿIÿadÿJÿMfÿgMJÿIXhÿibM@ÿ)(YQ4ÿ!_YGÿj^-21ÿ88@ÿ
6789k@ÿ 633:,llCCC4C4,6/28322:2,34029l32043l:-53/0R,4.13;l25,0-=1R22R92=1R361R1923-9123,R
034-,1R/,R540DR484/2R/2R4R.171=43R02-=3l6789l7l7*l0.7V69+6R4P6R8819R*1+9R6U1*+5+9+Pm,32=;ÿ
463934ÿ
ÿ8PU4ÿnhÿ
ÿ8PV4ÿ^2243642ÿ_HA222133@ÿ$4</7ÿ(4ÿo46=1236237@ÿ]ÿA4=23ÿ$4ÿ'1222/8@ÿb JLÿINeÿ
pMJÿiLLbJbÿMNXeÿ̀JdÿMJ ÿJÿqJLJbÿÿJMJÿÿ̀fÿaLÿgMbÿ
ML@ÿ)(YQ4ÿ!_YGÿjY1:34ÿ69@ÿ6789k@ÿ633:,llCCC4C4,6/28322:2,34029l:23/3/0,l0228=1,,/2243R7192R
0=43,R34C,-/3R43318/28R3=-9:,R:=/<431R5-,/21,,R/,R</2343/28R361R022,3/3-3/22R042R:=20117R.171=43R
B-781R=-31,l6789l7*l69l744+0V70R5066R8819R9P*6RP9P8*8PP6V7.m,32=;463934ÿ
ÿ8P4ÿWÿMXÿ2231,ÿ+ZU7ÿ427ÿ40029:42;/28ÿ31F34ÿ
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,-./01ÿ2/33,4,5-6ÿ62ÿ526783,29ÿ267-:,-;ÿ7<<5702ÿ62ÿ85ÿ65-/2/24ÿ
=67-:,-;ÿ>2/3:ÿ85ÿ526783,295:ÿ320ÿ?5?8502ÿ23ÿ@2-;0522ÿ,3ÿ!052,:5-6ÿ
A0/?<ÿ>505ÿ62ÿ7445<6ÿ;,362ÿ>,692/6ÿ3,026ÿ255B,-;ÿ@2-;0522,2-73ÿ7<<02C7348DDÿÿ
(2ÿ320ÿ42?<56,6202Eÿ267-:,-;ÿ>2/3:ÿ85ÿ526783,295:ÿ,3ÿ!052,:5-6ÿA0/?<ÿ>505ÿ62ÿ
4970;5ÿ3522ÿ697-ÿ?70B56ÿ07652ÿ20ÿ26950>,25ÿ5F497-;5ÿ;22:2ÿ20ÿ250C,452ÿ>,692/6ÿ
<02<50ÿ42-2,:5076,2-48D9ÿÿ(-169,-;ÿ3522ÿ697-ÿ69,2ÿ37332ÿ29206ÿ23ÿ526783,29,-;ÿ
<02<50ÿ267-:,-;4ÿ
%3ÿ7ÿ<37,-6,33ÿ>,69ÿ267-:,-;ÿ47--26ÿ85ÿ32/-:Eÿ,6ÿ,2ÿ3536ÿ62ÿ@2-;0522ÿ62ÿ7:G
:0522ÿ>956950ÿ695ÿ!052,:5-6ÿC,237652ÿ695ÿ"?23/?5-62ÿ@37/25248D*ÿÿ@2-;0522ÿ
7<<5702ÿ62ÿ97C5ÿ695ÿ7/6920,61ÿ62ÿ<722ÿ2/49ÿ35;,2376,2-ÿ/-:50ÿ695ÿ&54522701ÿ7-:ÿ
!02<50ÿ@37/254897ÿÿ%-ÿ7::,6,2-Eÿ695ÿ@2-26,6/6,2-ÿC5262ÿ,-89ÿ8@2-;0522ÿ695ÿ<2>50ÿ62ÿ
>7,C5ÿC,2376,2-2ÿ23ÿ695ÿH205,;-ÿ"?23/?5-62ÿ@37/25E ÿ7-:ÿC70,2/2ÿ(06,435ÿ%ÿ
<02C,2,2-2ÿ;07-6ÿ<2>508ÿ9662ÿ@2-;0522ÿI05376,-;ÿ62ÿ42??5045Eÿ3205,;-ÿ7337,02Eÿ
7-:ÿ-76,2-73ÿ254/0,614J ÿÿK2052C50Eÿ@2-;0522ÿ972ÿ<05C,2/231ÿ5F504,25:ÿ,62ÿ
<2>50ÿ,-ÿ:53,85076,-;ÿ>958699L50ÿ62ÿ<02C,:5ÿ42-25-6ÿ62ÿ695ÿ!052,:5-6ÿ,-ÿ2<54,3,4ÿ
4,04/?267-452ÿ,-ÿ695ÿ<7264 ÿÿ&5C506953522Eÿ72ÿ,6ÿ0537652ÿ62ÿ!052,:5-6ÿA0/?<M2ÿ
746,C,6,52Eÿ22ÿ32-;ÿ72ÿ695ÿ#5</83,47-ÿ!7061ÿ42-60232ÿ76ÿ35726ÿ2-5ÿ92/25ÿ23ÿ@2-G
;0522Eÿ7-1ÿ<02<225:ÿ35;,2376,2-ÿ:573,-;ÿ>,69ÿ695ÿ"?2
3/?5-62ÿ@37/252ÿ7-:ÿ
!052,:5-6ÿA0/?<ÿ>,33ÿ3,B531ÿ-26ÿ255ÿ695ÿ3,;96ÿ23ÿ:71489+ÿ
)9,35ÿ!052,:5-6ÿA0/?<ÿ972ÿ053,-N/,295:ÿ?7-7;5?5-6ÿ23ÿ9,2ÿ,-C526?5-6ÿ
7-:ÿ8/2,-522ÿ722562ÿ320ÿ695ÿ:/076,2-ÿ23ÿ9,2ÿ<052,:5-41ÿ81ÿ42-C51,-;ÿ695?ÿ62ÿ7ÿ
60/26ÿ?7-7;5:ÿ81ÿ9,829ÿQ22-2Eÿ$2-ÿ7-:ÿ"0,4Eÿ7-:ÿ7ÿA0/?<ÿO0;7-,P76,2-ÿ5F54/6,C5ÿ
(335-ÿ)5,2253850;E ÿ69,2ÿ7007-;5?5-6ÿ:252ÿ-26ÿ?556ÿ695ÿ:53,-,6,2-ÿ23ÿ7ÿ60/5ÿ
ÿ

ÿ8DD4ÿRÿ2/<07ÿ65F6ÿ7442?<7-1,-;ÿ-2652ÿ6+S6Q4ÿ
ÿ8D94ÿK70,?2>ÿTÿOM@2--533EÿUVÿ-265ÿ8DL4ÿ
ÿ8D*4ÿRWÿXYXEÿZ[Eÿ6DÿH4ÿ=/<<4ÿL:ÿ76ÿ899Eÿ8*Lÿ\I(2ÿ695ÿ2-31ÿ<23,6,473ÿ807-49ÿ>,69ÿ<2>50ÿ62ÿ
42-25-6ÿ62ÿC,2376,2-2ÿ23ÿ695ÿH205,;-ÿ"?23/?5-62ÿ@37/25Eÿ@2-;0522ÿ,2ÿ695ÿ7<<02<0,765ÿ82:1ÿ62ÿ:5650G
?,-5ÿ>956950Eÿ7-:ÿ62ÿ>976ÿ5F65-6Eÿ$535-:7-6M2ÿ42-:/46ÿ/-37>3/331ÿ,-30,-;52ÿ2-ÿ6976ÿ<2>504J]4ÿ
ÿ8974ÿ^4=4ÿ@2-264ÿ7064ÿ%Eÿ_ÿ94ÿ
ÿ8984ÿ^4=4ÿ@2-264ÿ7064ÿ%Eÿ_ÿ*Eÿ434ÿ94ÿ
ÿ8964ÿ^4=4ÿ@2-264ÿ7064ÿ%4̀ÿÿ"%="&ÿ"Aÿ('4EÿUVÿ-265ÿ9Eÿ76ÿ664ÿ
ÿ89L4ÿRÿa5<910ÿA57492/6EÿUbVcÿdeYÿUe ÿeÿfgÿheiÿÿeUeEÿ&4j4ÿ
A%K"=ÿ\&2C4ÿ8DEÿ678EÿQ7ÿ!K]Eÿ966<2kk>>>4-16,?52442?k022?320:58765k678k88k8Dk>2/3:G
60/?<2G3205,;-G8/2,-522G6,52G85G42-26,6/6,2-73k60/?<2G3205,;-G8/2,-522G6,52G?71GC,23765G695G42-26,G
6/6,2-ÿ\I@2-;0522ÿ972ÿ5F504,25:ÿ69,2ÿ283,;76,2-ÿ,-ÿ695ÿ<7264ÿÿ%-ÿ89+7Eÿ>95-ÿ!052,:5-6ÿK706,-ÿ17-ÿl/05-ÿ
>72ÿ233505:ÿ920252Eÿ<57032Eÿ7ÿ!502,7-ÿ0/;Eÿ297>32ÿ7-:ÿ7ÿ2>20:ÿ81ÿ(9?56ÿl5-ÿm7??7-Eÿ695ÿ%?7?ÿ23ÿ
K/2476Eÿ17-ÿl/05-ÿ;26ÿ7ÿ.2,-6ÿ05223/6,2-ÿ23ÿ@2-;0522ÿ7/6920,P,-;ÿ9,?ÿ62ÿ2<3,6ÿ695ÿ82/-61ÿ856>55-ÿ695ÿ
$5<706?5-6ÿ23ÿ=6765ÿ7-:ÿ695ÿA0572/014J]4ÿ
ÿ89+4ÿRÿn2-7697-ÿK706,-ÿTÿ(35F7-:50ÿl/0-2EÿobÿVUÿiÿpÿUqÿrXsXtXÿiÿ
REÿ&4j4ÿA%K"=ÿ\&2C4ÿEÿ6789]Eÿ966<2kk>>>4-16,?52442?k6789k88k7k/2k<23,6,42k?,:650?ÿG5354G
6,2-2G052/362496?3ÿ\IK04ÿA0/?<ÿ2605-;695-5:ÿ9,2ÿ<7061M2ÿ923:ÿ2-ÿ695ÿ=5-765ÿ7-:ÿ5F65-:5:ÿ#5</83,47-ÿ
:2?,-7-45ÿ23ÿ25C5073ÿ2>,-;ÿ267652ÿ40/4,73ÿ62ÿ9,2ÿ05G53546,2-ÿ47?<7,;-4J]4ÿ
ÿ89Q4ÿVuÿUbVÿv ÿeÿwxiWÿyÿieWÿUEÿ1O(ÿ&")=ÿ\H584ÿ+Eÿ678DÿQ6Dÿ(K]Eÿ
966<2kk>>>4C27-5>2442?k7k05<206G60/?<G722562G,-G05C247835G60/26kLD77Q+496?34ÿ
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,-3./01ÿ23452489ÿÿ$2./6ÿ52ÿ7.682ÿ3972:9ÿ7252ÿ2;ÿ289ÿ<2/<93/5ÿ2;ÿ28259ÿ=82ÿ
-93.9:9ÿ892C8>2ÿ289ÿ"723479/25ÿ?3>4595ÿ8>:9ÿ-99/ÿ:.23>290ÿ-@ÿ!395.09/2ÿ
A347B4 ÿÿ".59/Dÿ!>./293Dÿ>/0ÿA3.-9ÿ>3649ÿ28>2ÿ289ÿ2/3@ÿ39>3ÿ52342.2/ÿ.5ÿ;23ÿ
!395.09/2ÿA347Bÿ>/0ÿ8.5ÿ<8.3039/ÿ22ÿ62ÿ74<8ÿ;432893ÿ28>/ÿ289@ÿ>339>0@ÿ8>:9Dÿ
>/0ÿ089.9:952ÿ2897593:95ÿ2;ÿ>33ÿ2=/9358.Bÿ./2939525ÿ./ÿ289ÿA347Bÿ-45./955ÿ97E
B.394 ÿ
A8>2ÿ0.:95279/2ÿB32<955ÿ7452ÿ-9ÿ34/ÿ-@ÿ>/ÿ./09B9/09/2ÿ28.30ÿB>32@Dÿ
=82ÿ<>/ÿ289/ÿ243/ÿ289ÿ395432./6ÿ>55925ÿ2:93ÿ22ÿ>ÿ2349ÿ-3./0ÿ234524ÿÿ":9/ÿ
.;Dÿ>5ÿ5279ÿ9FB9325ÿ-93.9:9Dÿ28939ÿ.5ÿ/228./6ÿ28>2ÿG34ÿA347Bÿ<2430ÿ02ÿ
22ÿ>:2.0ÿ289ÿ5.6/.;.<>/2ÿ2>Fÿ<2/59H49/<95ÿ2;ÿ0.:952./6Dÿ;.093.2@ÿ22ÿ289ÿ
?2/52.242.2/Dÿ>/0ÿ22ÿ(793.<>/ÿ;239.6/ÿB23.<@ÿ>/0ÿ/>2.2/>3ÿ59<43.2@ÿ
./2939525Dÿ7>/.;9523@ÿ2:93<2795ÿ>33ÿ54<8ÿ3255ÿ22ÿG34ÿA347Bÿ23ÿ8.5ÿ.7E
790.>29ÿ;>7.3@ÿI=82ÿ=.33ÿ397>./ÿ9F239793@ÿ=9>328@Dÿ./ÿ>33ÿ9:9/25J4ÿÿ
K32.7>293@Dÿ8>:./6ÿ34/ÿ;23ÿ!395.09/2ÿ>/0ÿB39:>.390ÿ./ÿ"39<223>3ÿ?23E
3969ÿ:2295DÿG34ÿA347Bÿ7452ÿ7>L9ÿ5><3.;.<95ÿ./ÿ9F<8>/69ÿ;23ÿ289ÿ>=9E
5279ÿB2=935ÿ>/0ÿ395B2/5.-.3.2.95ÿ89ÿ=.33ÿ/2=ÿ./893.24ÿÿA8>2ÿ.5ÿ289ÿ09E
5.6/ÿ2;ÿ289ÿ?2/52.242.2/Dÿ22ÿ=8.<8ÿG34ÿA347Bÿ.5ÿ>3=>@5ÿ54-M9<2489*ÿ
G.682ÿ>ÿ,23491ÿ-3./0ÿ23452ÿ-9ÿ4/;>.3ÿ22ÿ!395.09/2ÿA347Bÿ>/0ÿ228935N8*7ÿÿ
$>:.0ÿO4ÿ#.:L./DÿP34ÿ>/0ÿ'99ÿ(4ÿ?>59@Dÿ=82ÿ-228ÿ593:90ÿ./ÿ289ÿP452.<9ÿ$9B>32E
79/2ÿ4/093ÿ!395.09/25ÿ#9>6>/ÿ>/0ÿQ92369ÿR4)4ÿO458Dÿ2-593:9ÿ28>2ÿA347Bÿ
=2430ÿ/22ÿ5.7B3@ÿ-9ÿ3.H4.0>2./6ÿ>ÿ59<43.2.95ÿB232;23.2ÿ3.L9ÿ8.5ÿB3909<955235Dÿ
-42ÿ=2430ÿ-9ÿ5933./6ÿ2;;ÿ,-45./955ÿ8230./65ÿ28>2ÿ89ÿ8>5ÿ-4.32ÿ>/0ÿ7>/>690ÿ
7252ÿ2;ÿ8.5ÿ3.;9Dÿ>/0ÿ=.28ÿ=8.<8ÿ89ÿ.5ÿB9352/>33@ÿ.09/2.;.90ÿ./ÿ>ÿ=>@ÿ28>2ÿ;9=ÿ
22893ÿ-45./955ÿ7>6/>295ÿ>39418*8ÿÿA89@ÿ;432893ÿ/229ÿ28>2ÿA347BS5ÿ-45./95595ÿ
B32:.09ÿ97B32@79/2ÿ;23ÿ28245>/05ÿ2;ÿB92B39Dÿ>/0ÿ28>2ÿ39H4.3./6ÿA347Bÿ22ÿ3.HE
4.0>29ÿ8.5ÿ882*630./65ÿ=2430ÿ0.5<243>69ÿ22893ÿ9/239B39/9435ÿ;327ÿ599L./6ÿ289ÿ
B395.09/<@4 ÿ
ÿ

ÿ894ÿT8993>8ÿU238>2L>3DÿVWXYÿZ[\]Z]^ÿ_`[WDÿAR"ÿ&")ÿab#U"#ÿI&2:4ÿ8cDÿ678JDÿ
822B5dd===4/9=@23L934<27d-45./955d<4339/<@d2347B5E<2/;3.<2E2;E./293952EB32-397ÿI,0( ÿ23452ÿ.5ÿ
2/3@ÿ<2/5.09390ÿ,-3./01ÿ.;ÿ289ÿ23452995ÿ>39ÿ./0.:.04>35ÿ=.28ÿ/2ÿ;./>/<.>3ÿ393>2.2/58.Bÿ=.28ÿ289ÿ<27E
B>/@S5ÿ2=/9341J4ÿ
ÿ89C4ÿefÿghgDÿXiÿVWXÿj ÿ\ÿk`[fÿlÿ[\fÿVDÿVXÿ/229ÿ89+4ÿ
ÿ8994ÿeÿ\Zÿ/229ÿ89*ÿ>/0ÿ><<27B>/@./6ÿ29F24ÿ
ÿ89*4ÿ"%T"&ÿ"Aÿ('4DÿVXÿ/229ÿ9Dÿ>2ÿ684ÿ
ÿ8*74ÿefÿghgDÿ$>:.0ÿO4ÿ#.:L./ÿP34ÿ>/0ÿ'99ÿ(4ÿ?>59@Dÿ^Yÿm[\\ÿÿmZ\ÿÿnÿVWXÿ
m ÿÿ[\ÿVDÿ)(TR4ÿ!bTAÿI&2:4ÿ66Dÿ678JDÿ822B5dd===4=>58./622/B2524<27d2B./.2/5d.25E4/39E
>3.52.<E>/0E4/;>.3444>80cE-7<7E889E98E+6-8+C9C>007o5223@48273ÿI>364./6ÿ28>2ÿ54<8ÿ>ÿ39H4.3979/2ÿ
.5ÿ4/;>.3ÿ-9<>459ÿ289ÿ><2.2/ÿ.5ÿ/22ÿ39H4.390ÿ-@ÿ3>=ÿ>/0ÿ.2ÿ=.33ÿ/22ÿ,93.7./>29ÿ289ÿ:.324>3ÿ<932>./2@ÿ28>2ÿ
><2.2/5ÿA347Bÿ2>L95ÿ>5ÿB395.09/2ÿ=.33ÿ>;;9<2ÿ8.5ÿB9352/>3ÿ=9>328Dÿ;23ÿ6220ÿ23ÿ.331J4ÿ
ÿ8*84ÿ^gÿ
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"+,-./ÿ!0+.1-2/ÿ0.3ÿ42+5-ÿ0267-ÿ1801ÿ92.62-,,ÿ:2733ÿ10;-ÿ0:1+2.ÿ+.ÿ,-<-203ÿ
3+==-2-.1ÿ>0?,ÿ12ÿ2-@-3?ÿ18-ÿA2253-@48*Bÿÿ(,ÿ.21-3ÿ052<-/ÿ92.62-,,ÿ:2733ÿ
CA0,,ÿ3-6+,301+2.ÿ+@A2,+.6ÿ2-,12+:1+2.,ÿ2.ÿ:2.1+.7-3ÿA2-,+3-.1+03ÿ+.<23<-@-.1ÿ
+.ÿ22ÿ2>.-2,8+Aÿ28*=Eÿ57,+.-,,-,ÿ0.3ÿ0,,-1,ÿ1801ÿ@0?ÿ2-:-+<-ÿ=22-+6.ÿA0?@-.1,ÿ
22ÿ-@237@-.1,4D ÿÿ(33+1+2.033?/ÿ92.62-,,ÿ:2733ÿC:2-01-ÿ0ÿA2+<01-ÿ2+681ÿ2=ÿ
0:1+2.ÿ-FA3+:+13?ÿ0332>+.6ÿ+.G72-3ÿA021+-,/ÿ+.:373+.6ÿ57,+.-,,ÿ:2@A-1+122,ÿ2=ÿ
427@AH0,,2:+01-3ÿ-.1+1+-,/ÿ12ÿ=+3-ÿ"@237@-.1,ÿ9307,-ÿ,7+1,ÿ060+.,1ÿ18-ÿ!2-,+H
3-.1ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ=22ÿ3-:3020122?ÿ0.3ÿ+.G7.:1+8<*I-ÿ2-3+-=/ÿ0,7:8ÿ0,ÿ3+,6226-@-.1ÿ2=ÿ18-ÿ
:2.,1+171+2.033?ÿA2253-@01+:ÿ0,,-1,4D ÿ
)2733ÿ92.62-,,ÿ-<-2ÿ:2@-ÿ126-18-2ÿ12ÿ0332-,,ÿ18+,ÿ+,,7-ÿ1822768ÿ3-6+,30H
1+2.ÿ2.ÿ0ÿ.2.HA021+,0.ÿ50,+,J8*ÿÿK+<-.ÿ1801ÿ2.-ÿA021?ÿ>+33ÿ03>0?,ÿ80<-ÿ+1,ÿ
A2-,+3-.1ÿ+.ÿ2==+:-/ÿ18+,ÿ,--@,ÿ7.3+;-3?/ÿ7.3-,,ÿ-.22@27,ÿA2-,,72-ÿ>0,ÿ0AA3+-3ÿ
5?ÿ18-ÿA753+:ÿ2.ÿ+1,ÿ2-A2-,-.101+<-,48*LÿÿM22-2<-2/ÿ0.?ÿ,7:8ÿ3-6+,301+2.ÿ>2733ÿ
.--3ÿ12ÿ2<-2:2@-ÿ0ÿA2-,+3-.1+03ÿ<-12ÿ0,ÿ>-33ÿ0,ÿ0.ÿ+.-<+1053-ÿ:2.,1+171+2.03ÿ
:8033-.6-ÿ+.ÿ=-3-203ÿ:2721ÿ5?ÿ18-ÿ"F-:71+<-48*9ÿÿ48-2-=22-/ÿ+1ÿ+,ÿ7.3+;-3?ÿ1801ÿ
3-6+,301+2.ÿ-FA0.3+.6ÿ18-ÿ2-0:88**ÿ2=ÿ18-ÿ"@237@-.1,ÿ9307,-,ÿ>+33ÿ5-ÿ,7::-,,=73ÿ
5022+.6ÿ,2@-ÿA753+:ÿ:0103?,14 ÿ
14ÿ9N&9'OP%N&ÿ
P82213?ÿ5-=22-ÿ8+,ÿ+.0767201+2./ÿ$2.033ÿ427@Aÿ,101-3/ÿC18-ÿ30>ÿ+,ÿ121033?ÿ
2.ÿ@?ÿ,+3-/ÿ@-0.+.6/ÿ18-ÿA2-,+3-.1ÿ:0.Q1ÿ80<-ÿ0ÿ:2.=3+:1ÿ2=ÿ+.1-2-,14ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ%ÿ:607.7ÿ
5-ÿ!2-,+3-.1ÿ2=ÿ18-ÿO.+1-3ÿP101-,ÿ0.3ÿ27.ÿ@?ÿ57,+.-,,ÿ877ÿA-2:-.14D ÿÿ
ÿ

ÿ8*B4ÿ"%P"&ÿ"4ÿ('4/ÿRSÿ.21-ÿ9/ÿ01ÿ68T664ÿ
ÿ8*E4ÿUVÿ01ÿ664ÿ
ÿ8*I4ÿÿUVÿ
ÿ8*4ÿWXÿVYV/ÿZ2.0180.ÿN[92..-33/ÿY \]ÿ^_ÿWÿR]\Yÿ`Y\ÿR_Sÿÿab
cÿa_]R_ÿ]R/ÿ)(Pd4ÿ!NP4ÿeZ7.-ÿL/ÿ6789f/ÿ811A,gg>>>4>0,8+.612.A2,14:2@ÿgA23+H
1+:,g:2.62-,,+2.03H3-@2:201,H,--;H273+.6H060+.,1H127@AH12H-.=22:-H-@237@-.1,H
:307,-g6789g7g7Lg6E*IB9-H0IIH88-9H5-0LH:9-5695:I658h,122?481@3ÿe.21+.6ÿ1801ÿ$-@2:201,ÿ02-ÿ
12?+.6ÿ12ÿ,-:72-ÿ2-3+-=ÿ571ÿC0.2ÿ#-A753+:0.,ÿ80<-ÿG2+.-3ÿ18-ÿ-==221Df4ÿ
ÿ8*L4ÿWXÿVYV/ÿ482@0,ÿZ+@-.-iXÿjÿ \Yÿ\ÿÿk\\l/ÿmNN4&N4"PÿeM0?ÿ677If/ÿ
811Agg>>>40,0.-14226g,+1-,g3-=0731g=+3-,g,0<<?g=221.21-,g@0?G7.7Ig=.I481@3ÿeC0%1ÿ+,ÿ12768ÿ12ÿ0::2@H
A3+,8ÿ@7:8ÿ0,ÿ0ÿ@+.22+1?ÿ@-@5-2ÿ+.ÿ18-ÿd27,-4Df4ÿ
ÿ8*94ÿWXÿVYV/ÿZ28.ÿ'072+1,-./ÿnÿoR\pÿqlÿ\ÿ\ÿÿÿÿr ÿÿst/ÿ9uPÿM%&&"PN4(ÿ
eZ7.-ÿ6B/ÿ678/ÿ87Iÿ!Mf/ÿ811A,gg@+..-,2104:5,32:034:2@g678g7g6Bg6223Hv7-,1+2.HA0,,+.6H5+33,gÿ
eC"<-.ÿ+=ÿ92.62-,,ÿ0A0,,-,ÿ0ÿ5+33/ÿ+1ÿ62-,ÿ12ÿ18-ÿ!2-,+3-.1w>82ÿ@0?ÿ.21ÿ3+;-ÿ+1w0.3ÿ8-ÿ:0.ÿ<-12ÿ+14Df4ÿ
ÿ8**4ÿZ0@-,ÿ93-+18ÿ!8+33+A,ÿxÿP020ÿ)8+1-/ÿÿk\Yÿcÿÿÿa_]R_ÿ]Rÿ\ÿÿyVWVÿ
\R\pÿ̀ÿSRÿs\YR\\ÿ̀]l\ÿcÿ̀_\ÿaY]\ÿc_ÿz{|}~z{/ÿI*ÿP4ÿ4"4ÿ'4ÿ#"14ÿ
898/ÿ896ÿe678LfÿeC)+18ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ30>,7+1,ÿ=+3-3ÿ060+.,1ÿ!2-,+3-.1ÿ427@Aÿ,+.:-ÿ8+,ÿ,72A2+,-ÿ-3-:1+2.ÿ<+:122?/ÿ
2.-ÿ2=ÿ18-,-ÿ:307,-,/ÿ18-ÿm22-+6.ÿ"@237@-.1,ÿ9307,-/ÿ80,ÿ60+.-3ÿA021+:7302ÿ011-.1+2.ÿ=22@ÿ0:03-@+:,/ÿ
18-ÿ@-3+0/ÿ0.3ÿ18-ÿA753+:4Df4ÿ
ÿ6774ÿ'+0@ÿP10:;/ÿ-1ÿ034/ÿ^]ÿR_Sÿÿÿ\_ÿU\pÿR]]ÿ\SXÿ&44ÿ4%M"Pÿ
e&2<4ÿ6B/ÿ678f/ÿ811A,gg>>>4.?1+@-,4:2@g678g88g6Bg7,gA23+1+:,g127@AH.->H?22;H1+@-,H+.1-2<+->H
120.,:2+A1481@34ÿ
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&2,-.,/0,123.24ÿ,/.0ÿ531.67ÿ!890.392,ÿ:8;6<ÿ<826.096738ÿ,2ÿ,1=9ÿ598,1.2ÿ15,.220ÿ
,2ÿ6.2.6.>9ÿ12?ÿ522@3.5,0ÿ2@ÿ.2,9890,ÿ,/1,ÿ6.4/,ÿ18.094 ÿÿ)/.39ÿ/697ÿ6.0ÿ;232;A,B
933?ÿ.2528895,ÿ,/1,ÿ1ÿ!890.392,ÿ51222,ÿ/1C9ÿ522@3.5,0ÿ2@ÿ.2,9890,7 ÿ52;8,0ÿ189ÿ
0<3.,ÿ22ÿ-/9,/98ÿ.23.C.3;130ÿ123ÿ6A7E;0.290090ÿ315=ÿ0,123.24ÿ,2ÿA8.24ÿ12ÿ"623;B
692,0ÿD31;09ÿ531.6ÿ141.20,ÿ/.64 ÿÿ:/.0ÿ/;8339ÿ-.33ÿ/1C9ÿ,2ÿA9ÿ5391893ÿA9@289ÿ
1ÿ52;8,ÿ512ÿ9C92ÿ8915/ÿ,/9ÿ0;A0,12,.C9ÿ.00;9ÿ2@ÿ-/
9,/98ÿ28ÿ22,ÿ!890.392,ÿ
:8;6<F0ÿ15,.220ÿ.6<3.51,9ÿ,/9ÿ"623;692,0ÿD31;090467Gÿ
H951;09ÿ.,ÿ.0ÿ;23.=93?ÿ.2ÿ,/9ÿ0/28,ÿ,986ÿ,/1,ÿ,/.0ÿ.00;9ÿ-.33ÿA9ÿ89023C93ÿ
I;3.5.1336?7ÿN28ÿ394.031,.C93?7ÿ-/989ÿ189ÿ-9J,/9ÿ5.,.>920ÿ2@ÿ,/9ÿK2.,93ÿL,1,90J
,2ÿ,;82M ÿÿ).,/2;,ÿ,/9ÿ100.0,1259ÿ2@ÿ,/9ÿO1;P.3.18?ÿ<8951;,.22Qÿ2@ÿ,/9ÿ"623B
;692,0ÿD31;0907ÿ<98/1<0ÿ-9ÿ189ÿ39@,ÿ,2ÿ893?ÿ22ÿ2;8ÿ!890.392,ÿ123ÿ2,/98ÿ9395,93ÿ
2@@.5.130ÿ,2ÿA9ÿ3.=9ÿO124930Qÿ9P985.0.24ÿ093@B42C9821259ÿ.2ÿ,/9ÿ@159ÿ2@ÿ<2,92,.13ÿ
52267@3.5,0ÿ2@ÿ.2,9890,ÿ10ÿR13.022ÿ39058.A93ÿ.2ÿ:/9ÿS939813.0,ÿ!1<9807ÿ2;6A98ÿ
N8 ÿ
%@ÿ692ÿ-989ÿ1249307ÿ22ÿ42C982692,ÿ-2;33ÿA9ÿ29590018?4ÿÿ%@ÿ124930ÿ
-989ÿ,2ÿ42C982ÿ6927ÿ29.,/98ÿ9P,98213ÿ228ÿ.2,98213ÿ522,8230ÿ22ÿ42C982B
692,ÿ-2;33ÿA9ÿ29590018?4ÿÿ%2ÿ@816.24ÿ1ÿ42C982692,ÿ-/.5/ÿ.0ÿ,2ÿA9ÿ
136.2.0,9893ÿA?ÿ692ÿ2C98ÿ6927ÿ,/9ÿ4891,ÿ3.@@.5;3,?ÿ3.90ÿ.2ÿ,/.0ÿ?2;ÿ
6;0,ÿ@.80,ÿ921A39ÿ,/9ÿ42C982692,ÿ,2ÿ522,823ÿ,/9ÿ42C98293Tÿ123ÿ.2ÿ,/9ÿ
29P,ÿ<3159ÿ2A3.49ÿ.,ÿ,2ÿ522,823ÿ.,093@4ÿ
(ÿ39<9239259ÿ22ÿ,/9ÿ<92<39ÿ.07ÿ22ÿ32;A,7ÿ,/9ÿ<8.618?ÿ522,823ÿ22ÿ,/9ÿ
42C982692,TÿA;,ÿ9P67<+98.9259ÿ/10ÿ,1;4/,ÿ612=.23ÿ,/9ÿ295900.,?ÿ2@ÿ1;PB
.3.18?ÿ<8951;,.2204 ÿ
U10ÿ!890.392,ÿ:8;6<ÿ9P985.093ÿ0;@@.5.92,ÿ093@B42C9821259ÿ2C98ÿ/.0ÿ
ÿ

ÿ6784ÿVÿW23/1,=187ÿXYÿ89ÿZO%ÿ-2;33ÿ<82A1A3?ÿ/1C9ÿ6?ÿ5/.33892ÿ8;2ÿ.,ÿ-.,/ÿ6?ÿ9P95;,.C907ÿ123ÿ
%ÿ-2;332F,ÿ9C98ÿA9ÿ.2C23C934Q[4ÿ
ÿ6764ÿVÿ\]]^ÿ$%''_&ÿ":ÿ('47ÿXYÿ87GÿZ3.05;00.24ÿ/2-ÿ522@3.5,ÿ2@ÿ.2,9890,ÿ31-0ÿ1<<3.90ÿ,2ÿ
,/9ÿ!890.392,[4ÿ
ÿ67E4ÿVÿD#")ÿC4ÿ:8;6<7ÿ6+ÿS4ÿL;<<4ÿE3ÿ8+G7ÿ8*EÿZL4$4&4̀4ÿ678+[7ÿYY]ÿ7ÿD.,.>920ÿ
@28ÿ#90<220.A.3.,?ÿ123ÿ",/.50ÿ.2ÿ)10/.24,22ÿC4ÿ:8;6<7ÿ&24ÿ89BG+GÿZ63ÿD.84ÿS9A4ÿ87ÿ6789[Tÿ)9.20,9.2ÿ
C4ÿ:8;6<7ÿ&24ÿ8+ÿD.C4ÿ87897ÿ678+ÿ)'ÿNGGEN7ÿ1,ÿa6ÿZL4$4&4̀4ÿ$954ÿ687ÿ678+[Tÿ$.0,8.5,ÿ2@ÿD23;6A.1ÿ
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